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For a C*-dynamical system (A, G, a) we show that the crossed product C*- 
algebra is induced from a simple C*-algebra equipped with an action of the Cannes 
Spectrum, provided that A is G-simple and all isotropy subgroups of G under the 
action on the primitive ideal space of A are discrete. We then study the Borchers 
Spectrum of a and characterize its annihilator in G as the group of locally derivable 
automorphisms, under the assumption that the Arveson Spectrum of a is compact 
module the Borchers Spectrum. Finally a properly outer automorphism a is charac- 
terized by a series of quivalent conditions, one of which says that a is not close to 
the inner automorphisms on any ideal, another that a is not universally weakly 
inner on any ideal, and a third that the Borchers Spectrum of a on any invariant 
hereditary C*-subalgebra is non-zero. This characterization leads to the conclusion 
that a is aperiodic (i.e., every non-zero power is properly outer) precisely when the 
Cannes Spectrum of a is the full circle group. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the previous papers (221 and f23j we have shown that the Connes 
Spectrum f’(a) for a C*-dynamical system (A, G, a) provides an invariant 
whose size is important for the ideal structure of the crossed product C*- 
algebra G x, A. Thus under the necessary assumption that A is G-simple, 
and the further assumption that all isotropy subgroups for the transposed 
action of G on the primitive ideal space of A are discrete, we prove in [23] 
that G X, A is simple if and only if T(a) = G. We now extend this result to 
show that if r(a) # 6 then under the same assumptions there is a C*- 
dynamical system (B, r(a), j?), where B is simple, such that G X, A is the 
induced algebra of continuous functions y: G+ B satisfying y(u - T) = 
P,(y(a)) for all (I in 6 and r in r(a). In particular, the primitive ideal space 
of G x, A is homeomorphic to G/r(a), as shown by Kishimoto in [Id]. 
When A is not G-simple the Connes Spectrum often has to be replaced by 
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the Borchers Spectrum rB(a), which is a closed semi-group containing r(a). 
We prove that r,(a) is invariant under exterior equivalence and discuss its 
relations to the union of all Connes Spectra r(a]B), where B ranges over the 
set of a-invariant, hereditary C*-subalgebras of A. In the case where 
Sp(a)/[T,(a)] is compact we characterize the closed subgroup [ra(a)] of G 
generated by r,(a) as the annihilator of the set of t in G for which a,lB = 
exp 6, for some essential, a-invariant hereditary C*-subalgebra B of A and 
some *-derivation S of B. 
Specializing now to single automorphisms we investigate the notions of a 
being properly outer. In the case where A is a von Neumann algebra, Connes 
showed in [5] that a is not inner on any direct summand of A if and only if 
under every projection p there is another projection q such that IIqa(q)l) is 
arbitrarily small. Elliott generalized this to approximately finite dimensional 
C*-algebras [9], replacing the first condition with the C*-version of properly 
outer that demands that on any a-invariant ideal I of A the distance of a ]1 to 
the inner automorphisms of M(I)-the multiplier algebra of I-is 2. When A 
is simple, properly outer just means outer in M(A), and recently Kishimoto 
[ 181 showed that in this case outerness is equivalent o the condition that for 
each non-zero, hereditary C*-subalgebra B of A, the infimum of numbers 
Ilxa(x)ll is zero, where x ranges over the unit sphere of B, . This then is the 
C*-version of Connes’ second condition. We clarify this condition by 
showing that there is always a sine-cosine relation between the intimum of 
numbers ]]xa(x)]] and the supremum of numbers ]]x - a(x)ll. Using his result 
mentioned above, Kishimoto was able to settle the old conjecture (cf. [ 191) 
that for A simple, (the second transpose of) a is inner in the enveloping von 
Neumann algebra A” of A only if a is already inner (in M(A)). Borrowing 
material from a forthcoming paper by Brown [2], we present a series of 
equivalent conditions on an automorphism a on a separable C*-algebra A, 
which simultaneously extend Elliott’s and Kishimoto’s results. At the same 
time we link the proper outerness of a with the non-vanishing of all Borchers 
Spectra r,(aIB), B ranging over the invariant, hereditary C*-subalgebras of 
A. 
The paper continues with three short sections with applications of our 
previous results: Elliott’s theorem on simple crossed products arising from a 
group of properly outer automorphisms [9] is extended from AF-algebras to 
arbitrary (separable) C*-algebras. Kishimoto’s results on one-parameter 
groups on simple C*-algebras that are inner because they act trivially on a, 
are extended to pairs of one-parameter groups linked by an inner cocycle. 
Also we give a simplified proof of Pas&&e’s theorem [25] on simple 
algebras arising as crossed products by endomorphisms, by relating them to 
ordinary crossed products by trace scaling automorphisms. 
Finally we show that an automorphism a is aperiodic in the sense of 
Connes [5] if and only if the Connes Spectrum of a is the full circle group. 
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2. DISCRETE ISOTROPY GROUPS 
We wish to extend and simplify some of the results on C*-dynamical 
systems with discrete isotropy groups obtained in [ 231 and [ 161. For this we 
need the following Lemma, due (in essence) to Fell and Green (see [ 12, 
Lemma 221). The generalized version presented below arose in conversation 
with L. G. Brown. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a topological transformation group on a TO-space 
X. If the coset space G/G, is compact for some isotropy subgroup G,, x E X, 
then the orbit Gx is a compact Hausdorfs space homeomorphic to G/G,. If 
G/G, is compact for every x in X then the map Gx + (Gx)- from orbits to 
quasi-orbits (= orbit closures) is injective. If furthermore the action is 
minimal (= G-simple) then it must be transitive; in particular X must be a 
compact Hausdorfl space. 
Proof If G/G, is compact, let 
S= {SE G(sxE Ix}-). 
Clearly S is a closed subsemigroup of G containing G,. Consider the family 
F, partially ordered under inclusion, of closed non-empty subsets F of S, 
such that FS c F. Since F = FG, it follows from the compactness of G/G, 
that X has a minimal element F,. If t E F, we have both tF, c F, (as 
F, c S) and tF,,S c tF,. The minimality of F, then implies that tF, = F, . In 
particular te = t for some e in Fo. But then e is the unit in G and F, is a 
group. Since S = eS c F, c S, we see that S (= F,) is a subgroup of G. Thus 
if sxE (x)- then also s -‘xE {x}-, i.e., xE {sx)-. Since X is a T,,-space 
this implies that sx = x; whence S = G,. It follows that the orbit Gx is a T,- 
space. 
Assume now that a net {six} converges both to y and z in Gx. Passing if 
necessary to a subnet we may assume that {s,G,} converges in G/G, and 
thus arrange (since G -+ G/G, is an open map) that s, + s for some s in G. 
But then {x} = (s;‘(s,x)} converges to both s-‘y and s-*2, so that both 
points belong to {x} -. Since Gx is a T,-space we must have y = sx = z. This 
proves that Gx is a Hausdorff space so that the map s -+ sx is a 
homeomorphism of G/G, onto Gx. 
For any closed subset Y of X, invariant under G,, the set GY is closed. 
Indeed, if {s, y,} is a net in GY converging to some y then, arguing from the 
compactness of G/G, as above, we may assume that si ti + s for some 
elements ti in G,, passing if necessary to a subnet. But then 
Y3t;‘y,=(s,t,)-‘s,y,-,s-‘ye Y, 
580/4J/3-5 
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whence y E GY, as claimed. Applying this with Y = (x)- we see that each y 
in (Gx)- belongs to some {sx}-, s E G. Suppose that y # sx. Then 
sx 6$ { v]- since X is a T,,-space. But then tx & { JJ) - for every t in G, since 
otherwise 
?xE (y}- c {sx}-, 
whence tx = sx since Gx is a T,-space. If now G/G,, is compact we conclude 
from the arguments above that 
x6$ u{t-‘y}- =G{y}- =(Gy)-. 
In other words, if Gy c (Gx)-, but GJJ # Gx, then Gx & (Gr)-. Under the 
assumption that G/G, is compact for every x in X this proves that distinct 
orbits have distinct closures. Under the further assumption that the action is 
minimal, all orbits are dense and so must coincide; i.e., the action is tran- 
sitive. 
Remark 2.2. Note that the second condition in 2.1 says that the space of 
orbits is a To-space, equipped with the topology on subsets Y of X with a 
subbasis given by {Y c XI Y n U # la}, where U ranges over the open 
subsets of X. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let (A, G, a) be a separable C*-dynamical system with dual 
system (G X, A, G, 5). Denote by X and Y the primitive ideal spaces of A 
and G x, A, respectively, equipped with the Jacobson topology, and consider 
G and G as transformation groups on X and Y, the actions being the 
transposed of a and 6. Zf Go is discrete for every Q in Y then G/Gp is 
compact for every P in X. Zf Gp is discrete for every P in X then G/G, is 
compact for every Q in Y. 
Proof Take P in X and choose a homogeneous representation (n, u, H) 
of (A, G,,, a), for example an irreducible representation, cf. [8]. By [30, 2.11 
the induced representation (5, ri, Z?) of (A, G, a) is homogeneous; in 
particular the kernel of n’ X u’ is a primitive ideal Q of G X, A. It follows 
from the definition of induced representations (cf. 132, Section 31) that Q is 
invariant under the dual action restricted to Gi. In other words Gj c 6,. By 
assumption G, is discrete, whence G/G, is compact since its dual group Gp’ 
is discrete. 
To prove the second half of the lemma, consider the double dual system, 
which by the duality theorem [31, 3.41 or [27, 7.9.31 is covariantly 
isomorphic to 
(A @ C(L’(G)), G, a 0 Ad q. 
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The primitive ideal space of A @ C(L2(G)) is therefore covariantly 
homeomorphic to X (under the common transformation group G). Applying 
the previous argument o the dual system we see that for each Q in Y there is 
some P in X, with 6; c G,. Now the assumption is that G, is discrete, 
whence &f&c is compact. 
Remark 2.4. The results in [23,3.1 and 3.21 were obtained assuming the 
full force of the Effros-Hahn-Gootman-Rosenberg-Sauvageot theory for 
induced representations of crossed products [ 111. As illustrated by the next 
proposition it suffices to have the modest Lemma 2.3 at one’s disposal. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let (A, G, a) be a separable C*-dynamical system and 
assume that each isotropy subgroup for (the transposed action of) a on the 
primitive ideal space of A is discrete. Then with T(a) as the Cannes 
Spectrum for a, each non-zero primitive ideal in the crossed product G X, A 
contains a non-zero T(a)-invariant ideal. 
Proof Consider the C*-dynamical system (G X, A, P(a), C;). If Q is a 
primitive ideal of G X, A then 
qayr (c& = I-(a)/Iya) n 6, c G/G, ) 
which is compact by Lemma 2.3. From [22, 5.41 or [27, 8.11.81 we see that 
the conditions in [23, 2.21 are satisfied for the system (G X, A, P(a), a), so 
that Q contains a non-zero T(a)-invariant ideal. 
THEOREM 2.6 (cf. [24, 5.111). Let (A, G, a) be a separable C*- 
dynamical system where A is G-simple. Assume that each isotropy subgroup 
for (the transposed action of) a on the primitive ideal space of A is discrete. 
There is then a C*-dynamical system (B, T(a),P), where B is simple, such 
that (G x, A, G, ci) is covariantly isomorphic to the induced system of 
continuous functions y: G + B, satisfying y(a - z) = p,( y(o)) for u in d and z 
in T(a), with G acting by translation. 
Proof: For simplicity of notation put C = G X, A and let Y denote the 
primitive ideal space of C. By Lemma 2.3, G/G, is compact for every Q in 
Y. Since A is G-simple, C is G-simple by [22, 6.11 or [27, 7.9.61 so that the 
action of G on Y is minimal. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that G acts tran- 
sitively on Y and that Y is homeomorphic to G/r, where r is the common 
isotropy subgroup of G. However, since Y is a HausdorfT space the Conncs 
Spectrum P(a) is precisely the group of elements in G that Rx every point in 
Y (cf. [22, 5.61 or [27, 8.11.91); so that r=Z(a). 
Fix Q in Y and let B = C/Q with quotient map q: C -+ B. With @ 0 q = 
q o BIT(a) we obtain a C*-dynamical system (B, r(a), p), where B is simple 
because Q is a maximal ideal. Let (8, G, 8> denote the induced system of 
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continuous functions y: G -t B such that y(o - r) =/3&(o)) for Q in G and r 
in r(a), and with /!?r.v(a) = y(o - t) for all u, r in 6. Define a morphism 
@X-&by 
@w(u) = qK,W)9 x E c, u E G, 
and note that @ is injective, because x E Ker @ implies 6,(x) E Q for all u, 
whence x = 0 since Q contains no non-zero G-invariant ideal. Furthermore @ 
is covariant since 
for all u, r in 6 and x in C. 
Given y in # and E > 0 there is for each point in d a neighbourhood J2, of 
the point and an xl in C such that (1 y(u) - q(d-,(x,))(( < E for all u in 0,. 
Since G/r(a) is compact we can choose a,,..., 0, such that 
Ua, + r(a) = 6. Let {frl 1 < i < n} be a partition of the unit on G/r(a) 
subordinate to the covering U(fi,/r(a)). Identifying C(G/r(a)) (= C(Y)) 
with the center of M(C) via the Dauns-Hofmann theorem [27, 4.4.81 we 
define x = C&x( in C. For each u in 6 we then have 
If u & ai + r(a) then fr(t5) = 0. If u = u, - r for some ui in ai and r in r(a), 
then 
II y(o) - q@&r>)ll = IIA(Ybm - !7@,@-,,(OIl 
= IMYm -&4(L,(x,)Il 
= II Y(O,) - 4@-&,Nll < E* 
Consequently 11 y - @(x)11 < E, so that @(C) is dense in B”, whence @(C) = 3. 
3. THE BORCHERS SPECTRUM 
Given a C*-dynamical system (A, G, a) we denote by #‘O(A) the family 
of non-zero, G-invariant, hereditary C*-subalgebras of A; and we denote by 
Z’;(A) the subset of elements B in Be”“(A) for which the closed ideal of A 
generated by B is essential (i.e., intersects every other non-zero ideal of A). 
Thus the Connes Spectrum for the system may be written as 
r(a) = n %(a IBh B EZ=(A), 
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where Sp refers to the Arveson spectrum of the action. The Borchers 
Spectrum is defined as 
rh)= n SP(~IB), BE&Y;(A) 
(cf. [27, 8.8.21). Especially in the case where the action is far from being 
ergodic the Borchers Spectrum comes in as a useful invariant, as we shall 
see. Of course, r,(a) = r(a) if A is G-prime. More generally, if G’ denotes 
the cornmutant of a(G) in Aut(A), regarded as a discrete subgroup, and if A 
is G/-prime, then a moment’s reflection shows that r,(a) = r(a). 
LEMMA 3.1 (cf. [22, 4.3; 27, 8.11.41). Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical 
system and suppose that p and q are G-invariant, equivalent projections in 
M(A ). Then 
r,(a I PAP) = rB(a 194). 
Proof. By hypothesis there is a partial isometry v in M(A) such that 
v*v =p, vu* = q. Suppose that u E I’,(a J pAp) and take B in Bep,“(qAq). 
Then for each neighbourhood 0 of c we must show that the spectral 
subspace R”(0) (see [27,8.1]) has a non-zero intersection with B. 
Choose neighbourhoods 0, and 8, of 0 and u, respectively, such that 
Q,, + 0, c R. Then find a covering of G with open sets Qi such that 
8, - J2, c R, for every i. Let {x~ 11 E n } be a maximal family of non-zero 
elements in A of the form x* = af,(b,v), where fA E L’(G) and suppj\, c Qi 
for some i, where b, E B and where al(xA) aa, = 0 for all s, t in G and a 
in A whenever A #p. With this family let C denote the hereditary C*- 
subalgebra of A generated by the elements {a,(xfxJl t E G, 3, E A }. It is 
clear that C E SF(pAp), but actually C E SY;(pAp). Otherwise the set 
I={yEpAplyAC=O) 
is a non-zero G-invariant closed ideal in pAp. Then V~V* is a non-zero closed 
ideal in qAq and contains therefore a non-zero element b in B (since 
B E Bp”,“(qAq)). Since bv # 0, we must also have aAbv) # 0 for some f in 
L l(G) with suppfc 0, for some i. However, for all s, t in G, a in A and I in 
A we have 
Ilv+W aa,(x,*Il= IlcMbv) aa,(x~xA)1’2 II 
= a,+,(bv) aa,(x~x,)‘/*f(r) dr = 0, 
II 
because aa,(x$x,) “* E AC and a,+,(v*bv) E I. This contradicts the 
maximality of the family {x,JA E /1) and therefore we must have I = 0, i.e., 
C E ~;(PAP). 
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By assumpt@n o E Sp(a( C), so there is a non-zero element y in 
C n R”(S),). By our construction of C we have 
for some s, t in G and some 1 in A. Since X, = CQ~(~, 0) and bAAb, E B, we 
see from the G-invariance of B that z E B. Finally, by [27, 8.2.41 
z E R”(f2,)R”(f2,)R”(Q,)* CRa(l?,+a,-a,)cR”(5)), 
as desired. 
Since R was arbitrary, B E Sp(a] B); and since also B was arbitrary in 
Xz(qAq) we see that cr E T,(aIqAq). This shows that Z,(a ( pAp) c 
F,(a IqAq), and by symmetry we have equality. 
PROPOSITION 3.2 (cf. [22, 4.4; 27, 8.11.51). If (A, G, a) and (B, G,B) 
are exterior equivalent C*-dynamical systems then Z’,(a) = r&3). 
Proo$ By definition there is an isomorphism 9: B + A and a strictly 
continuous one-cocycle t + u, from G to M(A) such that 
@GB,W) = wdW4) G, tEG, xEB. 
Identifying B and A (via @) this means (see [27, 8.11.21) that there is a 
system (A@M,,G,y) such that a=yJA@e,, and /3=YIA@e,,. With 
p = 1 @ e,, and q = 1 @ ez2 it follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 that 
W4 = CL/-O. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Zf (A, G, a) is a separable C*-dynamical system and 
B E 2?(A) then 
Proof: The first two inclusions are evident from the definitions of Z(a) 
and r,(a) (whether or not the system is separable). To prove the third, let Z 
denote the closed ideal, necessarily G-invariant, generated by B. If 
C ES;(A) then CnZ E X;(Z). Conversely, if D EX;(Z), choose a 
maximal ideal .Z in A orthogonal to I. Then D + J E R:(A). Since 
WaIC)~ WalCnZ) and Sp(alD+J)~Sp(aID), 
it follows that T,(a) 3 r,(a II). 
As shown in the proof of [28, Proposition] (or inspecting the original 
construction in [ I]) the two systems 
(BOX,G,aOz) and (Z@X,G,a@z) 
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(where X denotes the algebra of compact operators on the infinite- 
dimensional separable Hilbert space) are exterior equivalent. Combining the 
inclusion above with Proposition 3.2 we therefore have 
as desired. 
For a general C*-dynamical system (A, G, a) the Borchers Spectrum 
r,(a) is usually not a group, but a (closure of a) union of groups (cf. [27, 
8.8.51). Thus it is tempting to compare it with the D-spectrum of a, defined 
as 
PROPOSHJON 3.4. For a separable C*-dynamical system we have 
U4 = W(a IO-, 
where I ranges over the collection of closed, non-zero, G-invariant ideals of 
A. 
Proof. As we saw in the proof of Proposition 3.3, the system 
(B @X, G, a @ I) is exterior equivalent o (I(B) OX, G, a @ I) for every B 
in R’“(A), where I(B) denotes the closed ideal of A generated by B. Thus 
reasoning as above 
r(aIB)=I’(a@zJB@.Y) 
= r(a @ I JZ(B) @ X) = r(a II(B)). 
PnoposrrIoN 3.5. r,(a) c T,(a). 
ProoJ This is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.3 and the closedness 
of T,(a). 
LEMMA 3.6. Zf (A, G, a) is a C*dynamical system, and A is a compact 
subset of & there is for each neighbourhood S2 of zero in 6 a B in #;(A) 
such that 
Proof. Assuming s) to be open, the sets 
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where B, ranges over R;(A) and .13, over all compact neighbourhoods of 
zero, are compact and have empty intersection. Hence there is a fmite set 
B , ,..., B, and f2,,,.., 0, such that fl :=I A, = 0. For any B, in oeP=(A ) there 
is by repeated use of [27, 8.8.61 a C, in Z=(B,) with 
SP@ I CO) c f! (SP@ IB,) + 0,). 
i=I 
It follows that 
(Sp(o I C,)\(r,(o) + a)) n/4 = 0. 
Since B, is arbitrary we can employ a maximality argument as follows: 
choose a maximal family {C,} in Za(A) such that the closed ideals l(Cj) 
generated by Cj are mutually orthogonal in A and such that they all satisfy 
(SPk I C,)\(MJ) + J4) n A = 0 
Put B = (C Cj)- so I(B) = (C I(C,))-. If I(B) were not essential in A there 
would be a non-zero G-invariant closed ideal J in A orthogonal to I(B). Then 
there would be a C in OF(J) such that 
contradicting the maximality of the family {C,}. Hence we have found B in 
R;(A) such that 
as desired. 
(Sp(a I B)\K&) + a)) n A = 0 
THEOREM 3.7. Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system such that the 
subgroup [Fe(a)] generated by r,(a) in e is discrete. Then r,(a) = r,(a). 
Proof. If CJ E T,(a)\I’,(a) there is a neighbourhood D of zero such that 
(0 t 0) n VAa) t Q) = @I, 
since [rB(a)J is discrete. There is also a neighbourhood, which we may 
assume is J2 as well, such that (a t a) nr(aIB) = 0 for every B in A?(A). 
Let {B,} be a maximal family of elements in Za(A) such that (o + 8) n 
Sp(a(B,) = 0 and the closed ideals I(B,) are mutually orthogonal. If 
(c B,)- @Z;(A) there is a non-zero, closed, G-invariant ideal J orthogonal 
to all Bi. 
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By Proposition 3.3, Z’,(a]J) c Z’,(a). Applying Lemma 3.6, assuming that 
R is compact, there is a B in R:(J) such that 
(a+n)nSp(aJB)c(u+a)n(r,(a)+n)={a}. 
Since u 6? r(a ] B) there is a C in d?(B) with u & Sp(a ] C). But then 
(a + i2) n Sp(aJ C) = 0, 
contradicting the maximality of the family (Bi}. 
Consequently B, = (C B,)- E R:(A). But u & Sp(al B,) hence u & ZB(a), 
contradicting our original assumption. Thus r,(a) c Z,(u) and equality 
follows from Proposition 3.5. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Zf G is compact then T,(a) = r,(a). 
THEOREM 3.9. For every single automorphism a on a C*-algebra A we 
have r,(a) = r,(a). 
Proof. By 3.5 we may as well assume that Z,(a) # T. There is therefore 
a largest number n such that exp(2nin-‘) E r,(a). Given E > 0 let {Bi} be a 
maximal family of elements in Xa(A) such that the closed ideals generated 
by the Bis are mutually orthogonal and such that exp(2xit) & Sp(a]B,) for 
E < t < n-l - E for every i. Put B = (C B,)-. Either B E G(A) or there is a 
non-zero, closed a-invariant ideal Z orthogonal to B. Applying [20, 5.11 to 
the system (Z, Z, a) we find a largest number m such that exp(2xim-‘) E 
Z(alZ) and a closed non-zero, a-invariant ideal I,,, of Z for which 
T,(Z,) = (exp(2lrikm-‘)I0 < k < m}. 
By definition of Z,(a), we have n > m, and by [27, 8.8.71 there is a C in 
R;(Z,) with exp(2zit) @ Sp(alC) for E < t < m-’ -E. This contradicts the 
maximality of the family {Bi} and proves that indeed B Ezg(A). Conse- 
quently 
exp(2lrit) & Sp(a (B) I> r,(a) 
for E < t < n-’ - E, so that Z’,(a) # T. It follows from Theorem 3.7 that 
r,(a) = M4 
Remark 3.10. The following example, due to L. G. Brown, shows that 
one does not in general have Z,(a) = Z,(a). A closer analysis of those 
groups for which equality holds will appear in [3]. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. There is a dynamical system (C,(X), IR, a) for which 
r,(a) = R but Z’,(a) = {O}. 
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Proof. Let X = IO, 1 [ X T and define the action of R on X by 
t(x, Y) = (x9 ev(itx) Y), 
t E R, x E IO, 1 [, y E T. It is easy to see that the only a-invariant open 
subsets of X are those of the form E x T for some open subset E of IO, 1 [, 
and thus every B in oaP”(C,(X)) has the form C,,(E x T). Given w in C,(E) 
and n in Z put rp(x, y) = w(x) y”, and note that the span of such functions is 
dense in C,(E x T). For each f in L l(R) we compute 
a,(d(x, Y)= 1 cpw u))f(t) dt 
= I u/(x) exp(itnx) felt) dt = cp(x, ~)f(~). 
Thus a,= 0 on C,(E x T) if supp3is disjoint from (ZE)-, whence 
Sp(a]C,(E x T)) = (ZE)-. 
Since C,(E x T) E Z~(C,,(X)) precisely when E is dense in IO, l[ it follows 
immediately that r,(a) = IR. On the other hand, for any open subset E of 
IO, 1 [ we can find rationally independent points xi, x2 in E. Then for every 
bounded subset Y of R we can choose neighbourhoods E, and E, of x, , x1, 
respectively, so small that 
(ZE,)- n (ZEJ- n Y= {0) n Y. 
Consequently r(al C,(E x T)) = (0) for all E, whence r,(a) = {O). 
4. ANNIHILATORS OF SPECTRA 
LEMMA 4.1. Given a *-derivation S on a C*-algebra A there is for every 
E > 0 a non-zero, hereditary C*-subalgebra B, invariant under 6, such that 
Il(exp 6 - z)[Bll < E. If 6 is invariant under some group G of automorphisms 
of A, then B can be chosen G-invariant. 
Proof. By [21,‘2.1] or [27, 8.6.51 there is a minimal positive element h 
in A” such that 6 = ad ih. Moreover, h E ((A+)m)-. In fact, inspection of the 
proof (see, e.g., [27, p. 3251) shows that the spectral projections of h 
corresponding to open intervals 10, 00 [ belong to (A+)m (i.e., are open 
projections). Let p be the (non-zero) spectral projection of h corresponding 
to the interval ]]I hll - s/4, co [ and let B be the hereditary C*-subalgebra of 
A corresponding top (so that B =pA”p n A by [27, 3.11.10]). 
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Note that if 6 is G-invariant then h (and therefore also p) is a fixpoint (by 
minimality), so that B is G-invariant. 
Elementary calculations yield 
lI~~~~~~--~~~Il~ll~ll=Il~~~~~~-ll~ll~~-~Il 
G exp 11th - II WPII - 1 
< exp s/4 - 1 < ~12 
(for E < 2). Since exp 6 = Ad exp ih it follows that for each x in B we have 
Ikw 6) x - 41 = Il@p ih)m.+v - ih) -m4l 
= (](exp ihp) x - x(exp ihp)]] 
< Ikv i@ - exp i II h II p> x 
- x(ev ihp - ev i II h II PI 
GE lI4l~ 
as desired. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If (A, G, a) is a C*-dynamical system and t E G such 
that a,] B = exp S for some G-invariant *-derivation 6 on some B in X’“(A) 
then t E T(a)‘. 
Proof. Given E > 0 we may assume, applying Lemma 4.1 to the system 
(B, G, a) that ]](a, - z) ] B]] < E. If r E r(a) then r E Sp(a( B) by definition, so 
by [27, 8.1.141, ] 1 - (t, t)] < E and since r and E were both arbitrary, 
t E r(a)‘. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system and denote by 
GB the set of elements t in G such that a,] B = exp 6 for some G-invariant 
*-derivation 6 on some B in G(A). With r,(u) denoting the Borchers 
Spectrum of a we have Gs c I”(a)*. If moreover Sp(a)/(r,(a)] is compact in 
G/(T,(a)] (where [I”(a)] denotes the closed subgroup of G generated by 
TD(a)), then actually G, = I’,(a)‘. 
Proof: Given E > 0 there is a maximal family {B,} in z”(B) such that 
the closed ideals I(B,) generated by B, are mutually orthogonal in I(B) and 
such that ]](a, - I) B,]] < E for all i. Put C = (C B,)- so that I(C) = 
(C I(B,))-. If I(C) were not essential in I(B) there muId be a non-zero, G- 
invariant, closed ideal J of I(B) orthogonal to I(C). Then Jn B # (0}, since 
B generates Z(B) as an ideal, and by Lemma 4.1, applied to (Jn B, G, a), 
there would be a B, in R”, contained in Jn B, such that ]](a, - z)] B,]] 6 E; 
contradicting the maximality of the family {B,}. Thus I(C) is essential in 
I(B) and there&m also essential in A, whence C E X$(A). 
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If r E r,(a) then r E Sp(a( C) and as in the proof of Proposition 4.2 this 
gives ] 1 - (t, r)] < E. Since E, r and B were arbitrary G, c rB(a)l. 
To prove the converse, under the assumption that Sp(a)/[r,(a)] is 
compact, take t in P,(a)‘. Choose a neighbourhood 0 of zero in d such that 
Sup{lI-(t,t)l(zER]<fi 
By [27, 8.8.71 there is a B in Z’:(A) such that 
R-WB)=fJ + [rB(a)l. (*I 
Since the spectrum of the automorphism a, is the closure of the set 
{(t, Sp(a))} by [27, 8.1.141, it follows from (*) that the spectral radius of 
(I - a,)IB is <fi By the Kadison-Ringrose result [l&7] or [27, 8.7.71, 
6 = log a,( B is a *-derivation of B, and clearly 6 is G-invariant. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If (A, G, a) is a C*-dynamical system such that A is 
G-simple and Sp(a)/P( a is compact hen P(a)’ consists entirely of univer- ) 
sally weakly inner automorphisms. 
Proof. Since A is G-simple, r(a) = T,(a). If t E T(a)’ then a, I B = exp 6 
for some B in Ra(A) by Theorem 4.3. Extending a, and 6 to A” and B” 
(=pA “p) we know that a,] B” = Ad w for some partial isometry w in BN 
with w*w = ww* =p, because derivations of von Neumann algebras are 
inner [27, 8.6.61. Since B is G-invariant and A is G-simple, B is not 
contained in any non-trivial closed ideal of A. This means that the central 
support of p is 1 in A” and thus by [27, 8.9.11 there is a (unique) unitary u 
in A” with up = w such that at = Ad u. Note that by construction u is a G- 
fixpoint. 
THEOREM 4.5. If (A, G, a) is a C*-dynamical system such that A is G- 
simple, P(a) is discrete and Sp(a)/P(a) is compact, then r(a)’ is precisely the 
subgroup of elements t in G such that aI = Ad u for some unitary G-@point 
u in M(A). Moreover, the Connes Spectrum P(6) for the dual action is the 
common isotropy subgroup for every primitive i&al P of A, and (A, G, a) is 
covariantly isomorphic to the C*-dynamical system induced from (A/P, 
r(d), ;x). 
Proof By Proposition 4.4, r(a)” is contained in every isotropy subgroup 
for the transposed action of a on the primitive ideal space X of A, and since 
A is G-simple the action is minimal. Thus if P E X then 
G/G, = (G/r(a)*)/(G,/r(a)‘), 
which is compact since (G/T(a)‘)* = r(a) is discrete. Applying Lemma 2.1 
we see that the action is transitive and that X is homeomorphic to G/G,,. 
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This being a Hausdorff space, it follows from [22, 5.61 or [27, 8.11.71 that 
the Cannes Spectrum for the action B is the group of ideal-fixing elements, 
i.e., Z(B) = GP. Now consider the C*-dynamical system (A/P, T(d), b) and 
note that a verbatim repetition of the arguments in the proof of Theorem 2.6 
shows that (A, G, a) is covariantly isomorphic to the system induced from 
(A/P, w, b). 
If t E Z(a)’ then a,(B = exp 6 by Theorem 4.3. Since B is G-invariant and 
A is G-simple, B is not contained in any non-trivial closed ideal of A. 
Combining [27, 4.1.91 with the information on X above it follows that the 
primitive ideals of B have the form a&P n B), s E T(6). But since 6 is G- 
invariant 
II4a,(PnB)ll = II~IPnBII 
for all s. By [27, 8.6.91, 6 = ad ih for some G-invariant element h in M(A)+. 
Exponentiating this we obtain a,[ B = Ad W, and now we use [27, 8.9.11 as in 
the proof of Proposition 4.4 to conclude that a, = Ad u for some unitary G- 
fixpoint u in A” with up = w. But the elements x in A such that ux E A form 
a closed ideal Z of A (as uyx = al(y) ax), and since B c Z we know that 
Z= A, i.e., u E M(A). 
5. AN EQUALITY FOR AUTOMORPHISM NORMS 
THEOREM 5.1. Let a be an automorphism of a C*-algebra A and let B 
be a non-zero hereditary C*-subalgebra. Define the two constants 
s = sg lb - aWlI and t= $ Ilx4x>l11 
whereE={xEB+Il[xll=l}. Then 
s2 + t* = 1. 
Proof. Given x in E put y = 1 - (1 - x2)“*. Then y E E and 
2y - y2 =x2. By spectral theory there is for each E > 0 an element z in E 
commuting with y, such that 11 zy - z 1) < E and zy E E. Consequently 
~*>IIy-~(yI1*=Il~*+~(y*)-y~(y)--a(y)yll 
2 llz(y* + a(y’) -ya(y) - a(y)y)zll 
> 1 -IIza(2y-y*)z)I--2e 
2 1 -IIz(2y-y2)~(2y-y2)(2y-y2)zII -4~ 
= 1 - II zx*a(x*) x*z II - 4.5 
> I - Ilxa(x’)xll - 4c = 1 - IIxa(x)ll” - 4e. 
Since E and x are arbitrary it follows that s* > 1 - t*. 
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To prove the converse inequality note first that every x in E can be 
approximated in norm by convex combinations of spectral projections of x 
corresponding to open intervals. Indeed, let pk correspond to the interval 
]k2-“, a0 [, 1 < k < 2”, and note that 1(x -C 2-“p,(J 4 2~“. Extending a to 
an automorphism a of A” (by double transposition) there is therefore for 
each E > 0 a projection e of the kind mentioned above such that 
s - E < lie - a(e)[l. By algebra we see that (e - a(e))’ commutes with both e 
and a(e). Thus 
lie - &9112 = M4ll de - a(4)” IO IIQ - 4@ - +W II I 
= Max{l(e - ea(e)(l*, [la(e) - ea(e)l12} 
= Max{11 e - Me) 41, II+) - 4) e44ll I. 
We may assume, therefore, that (s - E)* < II e - es(e) el( , replacing otherwise 
a with a-’ (which gives the same constants s and t). Since e is a spectral 
projection corresponding to an open interval (an open projection, cf. 127, 
3.11.101) there is by spectral theory an increasing sequence (e,} in E with 
strong limit e such that e, + Ie, = e, for all n. We have 
ez-e,a(e,+,)e,ae-ea(e)e, 
and since the norm is strongly lower semi-continuous there is an n such that 
(3 - 4’ < II4 - e,ak+,) e,ll. 
Applying a suitable continuous function to the element e,( 1 - a(e, + ,)) e, in 
B, we find an element y in E such that 
(s - El* yei y < 6 - ~1’ y2 < v(4 - e, de, + J e,> y. 
Consequently 
yena(en+,)e,y 4 (1 - (s - 42)&. 
Since e, + I is a unit for e, ye, we have 
a((we,)‘) < IIweAI* a@,+J 
Inserting this in the inequality above and multiplying it with e, on both sides 
we obtain 
en wA(e, re,)‘) we, < llwe,I12 e, wvk+ A we, 
Q (1 - 6 - &I21 lIe,w,l12 (weJ2. 
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With z = e, ye, this gives the norm inequality 
IIz4z)ll’ Q (1 - 6 - G2) 11414* 
Since z f 0 we have IIzI~-~ z E E and consequently t* < 1 - (s - s)*. As E is 
arbitrary, t* < 1 - s*, and the proof is complete. 
Remark 5.2. For the proof of Theorem 5.1 it suffices to know that 
a: B,, + C,, is a Jordan isomorphism between the hereditary Jordan 
subalgebras B,, and C,, of A s(I. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Take A, a and B as in Theorem 5.1 and extend a to 
A ‘I. Then a ) B ” gives rise to the two constants s” and t” (with s”’ 
+ t”* = 1). But s = s” and t = t”. 
Proof. Since B c B” we have s < s”. But from Kaplansky’s density 
theorem [27, 2.3.31 and the weak * lower semi-continuity of the norm it is 
clear that s = s”. By Theorem 5.1 we conclude that t = t”. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Take A, a and B as in Theorem 5.1 and let 7c be an a- 
invariant morphism of A. Then a, = YZ 0 a o n-’ is an automorphism of n(A) 
and its restriction to n(B) gives rise to the two constants s, and t, (with 
s; + tZ,= 1). Here s, < s, whence t, > t. 
Proof. Since each element in n(B)+ of norm 1 is the image of an element 
from B, of norm 1 it follows that s, < s, whence t, >, t by Theorem 5.1. 
6. PROPERLY OUTER AUTOMORPHISMS 
The characterization of properly outer automorphisms on von Neumann 
algebras given by Connes [5,1.2.1] has a C*-algebra analogue (Theorem 
6.6. For AF-algebras see [9,2.3]). The key steps, Propositions 6.4 and 6.5, 
consist of extending Kishimoto’s recent results for automorphiems on simple 
C*-algebras to the general case. For 6.5 this is a rather straightforward 
matter, but for 6.4 one must replace Kishimoto’s application of the Strong 
Cannes Spectrum [ 18, 2.11 by more devious means, involving the innocent 
looking Lemma 6.1. This approach is due to L. G. Brown and will appear in 
a more elaborate setting in [2]. 
LEMMA 6.1 (cf. 133 1). Let u be a unitary and x Q bounded, positive 
operator on a Hilbert space H. If xu + u*x & E 1 for some E > 0 then 
u +u* >llxlj-'&l. 
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Pro@ The assumption remains true with x replaced by u”xu-” for any 
integer n. Therefore we may as well replace x by 
x&.= (2fv+ 1)-i 2 #“x24-“. 
-N 
Since the unit ball in B(H) is weakly compact he sequence {xN} has a weak 
limit point x, with 0 g x, < ]]x((, and x, commutes with u. Consequently 
El ~XcaU+u*xm= (u+u*)x,<(u+u*)IIxII. 
LEMMA 6.2. If B is a hereditary C*-subalgebra of a C*-algebra A with 
a strictly positive element, and I(B) = A, then there is a sequence (x,} in A 
such that x,*x, E B for all n and C x,x,X = 1 with convergence in the strict 
topology of M(A). 
ProoJ If B is a corner of A this is [ 1,2.3], and its proof can be modified 
to cover also the more general case. Another proof is obtained by using the 
strictly positive element e of A to write 
1 = )J (e’“+l’-’ _ ,q, 
with strict convergence in M(A), and then use [26, Lemma l] to write each 
e’“+l’-’ _ e”-’ as a norm convergent sequence of the form specified in the 
Lemma. 
LEMMA 6.3. If (x,} and {y,} are sequences in a C*-algebra A such that 
both sums C x,,xz and C y, y,* are strictly convergent in M(A), then for 
every a in M(A) the sum 2 x,ay,* is strictly convergent. 
ProoJ We may assume that 0 < a < 1. Thus both elements C x,ux,* and 
JJ x,,( 1 - a) x,* belong to the class ($,)” of lower semi-continuous elements 
in A:a. Since M(A),, = -(A’,,)‘” n (A,,)” by [27, 3.12.91 we see that 
(Js,)” 3 )J x,ax,* = C x,x,* - 2 xn( 1 - a) x,* E -(JJ 
whence ,JJ x,ax,* E M(A) again by [27, 3.12.91. 
In general we have M(A @ MJ = M(A) @ M,. Using the first part on the 
elements 
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we see that 
C~“~~~=Cx,uy,*Oe,,EMtA)OIM,, 
as desired. 
PROWSITION 6.4. Let a be an automorphism of a C*-algebra A with a 
strictly positive element and B a hereditary C*-subalgebra of A, with 
Z(B) = A, such that for some t > 0 
Inf(JJxa(x*)llIxEB,llxll=l}>/t. 
There is then a unitary u in M(A) such that 
IIa -Ad u]( < 2(1 -t’)“‘. 
Proof. Put s = (1 - t2)‘12 and note that since Ijxa(x*)jI = JJ(x*x)“~ 
a(x*x)‘j2 ]I, the results from Theorem 5.1 apply. 
Take any pure state o of B and let rp also denote its extension to a pure 
state of A, [ 27, 4.1.71, and further to a pure normal state of A “. The support 
of rp is a minimal projection p in B” (regarded as a hereditary subalgebra of 
A”) and we have ] o(x)] = IIpxp)] for every x in A”. Extending a to an 
automorphism of A” we see from Corollary 5.3 that ]( p - a(p)11 < s. Thus 
for each x in A + with ]]x]] < 1 we have 
s 2 IlaW (a(p) --p)II >, I llaW’2p)ll - Il~W’2)pII I 
= I lW2~II - lkW2)pll I 
= I IIPwl11’2 - II paWpI l/2 I = I &V2 - 4+(x>)“’ I. 
With L as the minimum of o(x)“’ and cp(a(x))“’ this gives 
/q(x) - &a(x))1 < (1 - A’) A ((A f s)~ - k’) < 2s - s2. 
Consequently 
Il~---*cpll=~~~~l~,(~~-rp~~~~~~lI~~~,,~lI~ll Q 11 
= 2 Supll CPW - rp(a(x)I I x E A + 9 II XII < 11 
<4s-2s2<2. 
By the Glimm-Kadison result [lo, Corollary 91 or [27, 3.13.41, there is 
therefore a unitary v in 2 such that a*o = o(v e v *). 
Let (n, H, 4,) denote the irreducible representation of A obtained via the 
GNS construction, and let H,, denote the closure of n(B) 4,. Then (a, H,, r,) 
is irreducible for B [27, 4.1.51, and moreover I-Z, = n(e) H, where e denotes 
500/45/M 
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the open projection in A” supporting B” [27, 3.11.10]. For each x in A we 
have 
ll~(~~*MJ* =v( ux*xu*> = p(a(x*x)) = IIn(a(x)) &II’. 
There is therefore a unique unitary w, on H such that w, n(xu*) {, = 
?r(a(x)) &, for every x in A. It follows by standard computations that 
w, K(X) w,* = n(a(x)). 
By Kadison’s transitivity theorem ([27, 3.12.21 or [27, 2.751) there is for 
each unit vector < in H,, a unitary z in B such that < = n(z) &. Consequently 
IhpwI = Iw*) w,w e,Ic#>I = Ib(P*) w&JwI 
= IIa(zP*) wp(zp*) @II 
= II Mwz*) a(zP*>Il. 
Since A is an a-invariant morphism, Corollaries 5.3 and 5.4 apply to show 
that ](w,<]g] > t. The Toplitz-Hausdorff theorem [ 13, Chap. 171 asserts 
that the numerical range of the operator x(e) w,n(e) on H,, is a convex set. 
We may therefore assume, multiplying if necessary w, with a scalar of norm 
1 that Re(w,c( 0 ) t for all unit vectors C in H,,. Consequently 
fW<w, + $3 W 2 m(e). (*I 
Choose a family {(xl, H,)liE a} of irreducible representations of A, one 
from each equivalence class. Since 1(B) = A, each K, restricts to an 
irreducible representation of B on n,(B) H, [27, 4.1.51. Choosing a unit 
vector & in a,(B) H, we may therefore regard (a,, H,, <,) as induced from the 
vector state corresponding to <, via the GNS construction. It follows from 
the first part of the proof that there is a unitary w, on Hl such that q(a(x)) = 
wt nt(x) w: for all x in A, and by (*) 
q(e)(w, + WI*) q(e) 2 2t q(e). 
Consider now A in its (reduced) atomic representation , = @7c1 on the 
Hilbert space H, = OH, (cf. [27, 4.3.71). Since the atomic representation is
faithful on A (even on the universally measurable operators in A fl by 127, 
4.3.15]), we may identify A and x&4), and setting w = @w, we see that 
a=Adwande(w+w*)e>2te. 
By Lemma 6;2 there is a sequence {x,} in A such that x,*x, E B 
and C x,,xt= 1 (strict convergence). Using Lemma 6.3 we define b = 
2 x,a(x,*) in M(A). Then ]] b]] < 1 as seen from the 2 X 2-matrix argument 
in the proof of 6.3. Moreover, 
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It follows from this that bb* is invertible. Indeed, for every I > 0 
1*bb* + I--’ > j(kb + I-‘w*)(lb* + A-‘w) > bw + w*b*, 
whence bb* > t* (with ), -* = t). Consequently there is a unitary u in M(A) 
such that with y = (bb*)l’* we have b* = uy. Now 
yu*w + w*uy > 2t, 
whence u *w + w*u > 2t by Lemma 6.1 since )I y/j Q 1. Thus for every 13. in 
Sp(w*u) we have Re 12 t, so that 11 w*u - tll Q (1 - t*)“*. It follows that 
11 a - Ad u (I = II Ad w - Ad u II = )I r - Ad(w*u)ll 
= 11 ad(w*u)ll < 2( 1 - t*)“*. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let a be an automorphism of a separable C*-algebra 
A and assume that there is a t < 1 such that for every unitary u in 2 and 
every non-zero hereditary C*-subalgebra B of A there is an element x in B, 
with llxll= 1 such that IIxua(x)ll < t. Then there is for each B as above a 
pure state IJ of B such that a*@) is inequivalent o rp (both regarded as pure 
states of A). 
Proof. Since A is separable there is a dense sequence (u,} in the unitary 
group of x. Put a,, = a o Ad u,. Suppose we have already chosen elements 
e, ,..., e, and x, of norm 1 in B + such that 
ek-lek=ek and II ek a&dll < t (*> 
for all k < n, and such that e,x, =x,. Now define the hereditary C*- 
subalgebra 
B n+,=(xEBIxe,=e,x=x}, 
and note that B,, 1 # {0} since x, E B, + 1. Applying our assumption to 
i 
PI+1 B n + 1 ud+ , there is an element e,, I of norm 1 in (B, + 1)+ such that 
en+ian+i(en+,]I ( t. Changing if necessary e,,, slightly by applying a 
continuous function which is constant 1 on a small neighbourhood of 1 we 
may assume that e,+,x,+, =x,+i for some x,+, in (B,+,)+ of norm 1. It 
follows by induction that we can find a sequence (e,} satisfying (*). 
With Q(A) as the positive part of the unit ball of A* (the quasi-state 
space) let 
K, = {cp E Q(A) I de,) = 1 I. 
Then K, is a decreasing sequence of non-empty compact faces of Q(A), 
whence nK,, is a non-empty compact face, and thus contains a pure state (o 
of A. 
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Since cp(e,) = 1 we have v, = cp(e, e) = ~(a e,). This implies first that er]B is 
a pure state of B [27,4.1.6]; second that p(a,(e,)) = (p(e,a,(e,)) < t. Conse- 
quently 
IIP(U,* * u,) - a*y, II = II v - coG-44 * u.*))ll 
= II(P - 49 II Z de,) - &c&J) > 1 - f 
for all n. However, if Q and a*p were equivalent then by the 
Glimm-Kadison result. [lo, Corollary 91 or [27, 3.13.41, we would have 
a*y, = q(u* * U) for some unitary u in x. This contradicts the estimate 
above, since {u,} has u as a limit point in norm. 
We introduce the notation X(A), respectively X(A), for the set of non- 
zero, hereditary C*-subalgebras of A, respectively closed ideals of A. As in 
Section 3 the superscript a will denote the subclass of a-invariant elements. 
THEOREM 6.6. For an automorphism a on a separable C*-algebra A the 
following eleven conditions are equivalent: 
(i) There is no I in X”(A) such that a/Z = Ad u o exp 6 for some 
unitary u in M(I) and some *-derivation 6 of I. 
(ii) For every Z in X”(A) 
dist(a ] Z, Inn(M(I))) = 2. 
Here Inn(M(I)) denotes the group of inner automorphisms of M(Z), regarded 
as a subgroup of Aut(Z). 
(iii) There is an E > 0 such that for every I in X-(A) 
dist(a ( Z, Inn@(I))) 2 E. 
(iv) For every B in R(A) 
Inf{]]xa(x)]] (x E B,, [lx/ = 11 = 0. 
(v) For every B in R(A) 
SUP{IIX - +9ll lx E B, y Ibll < II= 1. 
(vi) For every B in aPa( ll(z - a)lB II = 2. 
(vii) There is no B in flu(A) such that alB = exp 6 for some 
*-derivation S of B. 
(viii) For every B in R=(A), rB(alB) # (0). 
(ix) For every B in R’“(A) there is a C in S’“(A) with Cc B and 
MC) # Pi. 
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(x) For every B in 8’(A) there is a pure state Q, of B such that a*cp 
is inequivalent o Q, (as pure states of A). 
(xi) There is no Z in Xa(A) such that aJZ is universally weakly inner 
(on I”). 
ProoJ: (i) =E- ii is the Kadison-Ringrose result [ 1571 or [27, 87.71; ( ) 
(ii) =S (iii) is trivial; and (iii) =S (i) is Theorem 1 of [26]. Indeed the 
argument in [26] shows that if (i) fails then for each E > 0 there is an 
essential ideal of Z on which (iii) fails. (ii) * (iv). If (iv) is violated then the 
closed ideal Z(B) generated by B is a-invariant. Indeed, if (rr, H) is an 
irreducible representation of Z(B), then II] B is an irreducible representation 
of B, thus induced by a pure state of B; and the argument in the third section 
of the proof of 6.4 shows that K is a-covariant. It follows that the atomic 
representation of Z(B) is a-covariant, whence Z(B) is a-invariant. Thus 
Proposition 6.4 applies to B and Z(B) and shows that (ii) is false. 
(iv) * (v). This follows from Theorem 5.1 and (v) 3 (vi) is trivial. 
(vi) * (vii). This is again the Kadison-Ringrose result and 
(vii) =S (viii) by Theorem 4.3. Moreover (viii) o (ix) by Theorem 3.9. 
(viii) * (i). If a]Z = Ad u o exp 6 put p = Ad u* o a on I. By definition 
the two systems (I, Z, a) and (I, Z,/3) are exterior equivalent, whence 
Z,(a]Z) =Z,&3) by Proposition 3.2. However, Z,(8) = (0) by Theorem 4.3. 
Having now established the equivalence of conditions (i)-(ix) we see that 
if condition (iv) holds for a then it also holds for Ad u o a, for any unitary u 
in M(A). Consequently Proposition 6.5 applies to show that (iv) =s- (x). 
That (x) * (xi) is easy and (xi) =S (i) because derivations on von 
Neumann algebras are inner [27, 8.6.61. 
COROLLARY 6.7. Zf an automorphism a of a separable C*-algebra A is 
universally weakly inner, then for each E > 0 there is a closed, essential ideal 
Z of A such that 
dist(a]Z, Inn(M(Z))) < E. 
Proof. Let Z be the sum of a maximal family of pairwise orthogonal, 
non-zero, closed ideals I, of A such that dist(a]Z,, Inn(M(Zi))) < E for every i. 
If .Z were a non-zero, closed ideal orthogonal to Z the implication (iii) S- (xi) 
in Theorem 6.6, applied to .Z and a ] J, would produce a non-zero ideal Z, in J 
for which dist(a ] IO, Inn(M(I,))) Q , E contradicting the maximality of the 
family {Z1}. It follows that Z is essential in A. 
Remark 6.8. It is quite easy to construct an automorphism a on a C*- 
algebra A such that a]Z is inner in M(Z) for some essential ideal Z, but a is 
not universally weakly inner. Indeed, let {a,} be a sequence of inner 
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automorphisms on the Fermion algebra F, converging pointwise to an outer 
automorphism ace . SetA=C(NU{eo},F) and define a onA by a{x,}= 
{a,(x,)} (1 < n ,< co). Then a is multiplier inner on the essential ideal 
I= C,(N, F), but a is not universally weakly inner. 
7. SIMPLE CROSSED PRODUCTS 
The theorem below was proved by Elliott in the case of an AF-algebra 
[9,3.2], and, as noted by Kishimoto, the proof works for any simple C*- 
algebra [ 18,3.1]. Having Theorem 6.6 at our disposal we now show that 
Elliott’s proof works for any (separable) C*-algebra. 
LEMMA 7.1. Zf a,, a2 ,..., a, are properly outer automorphisms of a 
separable C*-algebra A, there is for each set a,, a, ,..., a, in A”, with a, > 0, 
and each E > 0, an element x in A+ with IIx(J = 1 such that 
lI%4l > ll%ll - E, Il~w+Il < &, 1 <i,j<n. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that ((a,,]] = 1 and that 
each a, is unitary. Working with the properly outer automorphisms a,, = 
(Ad aJ o aJ we may further assume that a, = 1 for all i. 
Let x,, =f(a,,), wheref is a monotone continuous function on [0, l] which 
is 0 on (0, 1 -81 and constant 1 near 1. Then for each x in the non-zero 
hereditary C*-subalgebra 
B,=(xEAJxxo=xox=x} 
we have 
llx*wll = llx*-%aJx,xll~ (1-&I llx*xIl. 
Applying Theorem 6.6(iv) to a, and 8, we find xr in (B,), with ]]x, (] = 1 
and ]]x, al( < E. Changing if necessary x, slightly we may also assume 
that the hereditary C*-subalgebra 
B,= {xEB,(xu,=x,x=x) 
is non-zero. Applying Theorem 6.6(iv) repeatedly we find non-zero 
hereditary C*-subalgebras B, 2 B, I> . . . 2 B, and positive elements of norm 
1 in them, x1 ,..., x,, satisfying ]]xkak(xr)]] < s. Since all xk, k < n, are units 
for x, it follows that J(x,ak(x,)(J < E for all k so that we may take x = x,. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let (A, G,a) be a F-dynamical system where G is 
discrete, but not necessarily ubelian. Zf A is separable and G-simple, and 
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each a,, t # 0, is properly outer, then the reduced crossed product G x,, A is 
simple. 
Proof. Put B = G x,, A and let p be a morphism of B. Then 
(ker p) n A = {0) since A is G-simple, so that p] A is isometric. Assuming 
that A c B(H) we consider the regular representation of B on L’(G, L-Z) (cf. 
[27, 7.7.51). Thus a dense *-subalgebra B, of B consists of elements 
where L is a covariant representation of G, a, E A and a1 = 0 except for 
finitely many t. The map K: B, --t A given by n(y) = a, extends by continuity 
to a projection of norm 1 from B to A, which is faithful (even on the weak 
closure of B, cf. [27, 7.11.31). 
Take?>0 in B,. Then a D = a(y) > 0 so we may apply Lemma 7.1 to the 
elements a, # 0 and the corresponding automorphisms a, = Ad I,. We find 
an element x in A+ as prescribed and calculate 
IIP(YII 2 IIP(v~>ll 2 II~(xwIl - 2 IIkW,4xIl tfo 
> llxao41 - C II=&4 
t+o 
= lIxao41 - C Ilxwt(411 2 IboIl - (n + 1) E, 
t+o 
n being the number of non-zero a:s. Since E is arbitrary we see that ]]p(y)]] >, 
]I I]] for any y > 0 in B,, and since B, is dense in B, it holds for every y in 
B, . The faithfulness of A implies that ker p = (O}, and since p was arbitrary, 
B is simple. 
8. PERTURBATIONS OF C*-DYNAMICS 
As already noted by Kishimoto [ 18, 2.41, the earlier results from [ 171 on 
one-parameter automorphism groups can be deduced from the single 
automorphism case. We show below that it can also be used to establish 
results on perturbations of dynamics. 
THEORJM 8.1. Let (A, G, a) and (A, G, /I) be two separable C*- 
dynamical systems where A is simple and G is R or Z or K compact 
connected or IR x K. Assume that a:(n) = jIf(z)fir every 7~ in .d and every t 
in G. There is then a 1-cocycle (with respect to a) t -+ u, from G to the 
unitary group of M(A), continuous for the strict topology, such that 
p, = Ad ur o a, for all t in G. 
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Proof: By [18, 2.31, or by applying Theorem 6.6 to a simple algebra we 
have /3,0 a-, = Ad U, for every t, where U, is an element of the group U of 
unitary elements in M(A). Endowed with the strict topology (determined by 
the semi-norms x --) ]]~a]] t ]]a~]], a EA) U is a Polish group, so by the 
selection theorem (see, e.g., [27, 4.2.121) we may assume that t + z+ is a 
Bore1 map. 
The choice of each u, is unique up to a scalar factor, since the center of U 
is the circle group T. Thus we have a map c: G X G + T given by 
By [ 14, 3.21, c is a skew-symmetric bicharacter on G X G which is 
continuous since t + at is Borel. Consequently we obtain a continuous 
homomorphism x: G --f d (determined by (s,x(t)) = c(s, t)) such that 
(s, x(s)) = 1 for all s. By our choice of G this implies that c z 1, exactly as in 
[ 14, 4.11. The proof of [ 14, 4.21 is valid for separable, simple C*-algebras 
and we conclude that the map t --) u, from G to U can be chosen continuous 
and satisfying the cocycle equation u,+, = u,a,(Q. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 8.2. Let (A, G, a) and (A, G,P) be two separable C*- 
dynamical systems where A is simple and G is IR or K compact connected or 
IR x K. If the function t + (1 a:(q) - /3,*(cp)II is continuous on G for every pure 
statey,ofA thenp=Aduoaasin Theorem8.1. 
Proof: The orbit {a?, o,@(o)] t E G} is connected and each point on it 
has a neighbourhood of elements belonging to the same irreducible represen- 
tation. Consequently a_*, o jI,X(p) is equivalent o o for every t, and Theorem 
8.1 applies. 
Remark 8.3. When A has a unit, the strict topology equals the norm 
topology. Thus /I = Ad u o a implies that /I is a uniformly continuous pertur- 
bation of a. 
9. TRACE SCALINCJ ENDOMORPHISMS 
The Connes Spectrum provides a unifying criterion for simplicity of 
crossed products of C*-algebras by (discrete, abelian) groups of 
automorphisms, viz., [22, 6.51 or [27, 8.11.121. Treating endomorphisms as 
“compressed” automorphisms, the criterion can also be invoked in the case 
of crossed products by endomorphisms. Thus we may give a proof of the 
simplicity of Cuntz’s algebras 0, (from which their uniqueness, for each It, 
follows), based on [22, 6.51. We shall present he result in the generalized 
form given by Paschke [25], whose proof is an adaptation of Cuntz’s method 
from [6]. 
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THEOREM 9.1. Let A be a C*-algebra with a strictly positive element 
and a faithful, finite trace z. Assume further that A has a faithful, non- 
degenerate representation on the Hilbert space H, and that v is a non-unitary 
isometry on H with vu* in M(A). If vAv* c A and v*Av c A, but vIv * Ct I 
for any proper closed ideal Z of A, then the F-algebra generated by products 
xv”, x E A, n > 0, is simple. 
Proof. Put p = vu* and note that the hereditary C*-subalgebra B =pAp 
is not contained in any proper closed ideal I of A (otherwise vZv* c VAV * = 
B c I>. Thus by [ 1,2.5] there is a partial isometry w in M(A 03’) (3 
denoting algebra of compact operators on the infinite-dimensional, separable 
Hilbert space) such that w*w = 1 @ 1 and ww* =p@ 1. Set u = w*(v @ 1) 
and compute 
uu* =w*(v@l)(v*@1)w=w*(p@1)w=1, 
u*u = (v* @ 1) ww*(v@ l)=v*pv@ 1= 1. 
Thus u is unitary and since for every x in A and y in X we have 
u(x@y)u*=w*(vxv*@y)wEA@X, 
and likewise u*(x@ y) u E A @X, we see that a = Ad u is an 
automorphism of A @ .X. Moreover, no proper closed ideal of A 0 X is a- 
invariant. 
Suppose that n E I’(a)‘, n f 0, and without loss of generality assume 
n > 0. Then a” = Ad u,, for some unitary u0 in (A @z)” by Proposition 4.4, 
Since the densely defined, lower semi-continuous trace t @ Tr on A 03’ 
extends to a normal trace on (A OX)” by [4,4.5], it follows that 
(r@Tr)oa”=r@Tr. 
Since 0 # 1 -p E M(A) there is, by [27,3.12.9], a non-zero element z in A + 
with z < 1 -p. Thus for any x in A + with 1(x(] < 1 and e a one-dimensional 
projection in z we have 
)I tll - r(z) > r(vnxv *“) = (r @ Tr) a”(x @ e) 
= (r 0 Tr)(x @ e) = r(x). 
Taking the supremum over all x we see that r(z) = 0, in contradiction to r 
being faithful. Thus r(a)’ = {O}, i.e., r(a) = T. By [22, 6.5], Z X, (A @ IK) 
is simple. 
The linear span of products ylc”, where y E A @X and n E Z, is dense in 
Z X, (A OX). Since w E M(A @X) we may write yu” = y’(v” @ 1) or 
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yu” = +I*-” @ 1)~” for some y’ and y” in A @X, according to n > 0 or 
n Q 0. With e a one-dimensional projection as before we have 
(1 @e)yu”(l @e)=x’u”@e, 
(10 e)yu-“(1 @ e) = u*“x”@ e 
for n > 0 and x’, x” in A. Thus the C*-algebra C generated (linearly) by 
products x’u”, u*“x”, x’, x” in A and n > 0, is isomorphic to the hereditary 
C*-subalgebra 
and consequently simple. 
PROPOSITION 9.2. Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system such that A is 
G-simple and G is discrete. Suppose further that z is a densely defined, lower 
semi-continuous trace on A such that 5 o a, = A(t) 5, where A: G --f IR + is a 
multiplicative character on G, and that A(t) # 1 unless t = 0. Then I’(a) = e 
and G X, A is simple. 
Proof. If t E r(a)’ then a, is universally weakly inner by Proposition 4.4. 
Consequently r o a, = t (cf. [4,4.5]), whence t = 0 by our assumption. It 
follows that r(a) = G, whence G X, A is simple by [22, 6.51 or 127, 
8.11.121. 
Remark 9.3. Trace scaling automorphisms are studied in great detail in 
[29]. It is shown that scaled traces induce KMS weights on the crossed 
product, and examples where the crossed product is simple are found in 
Section 7 of [29]. 
Although the scaling phenomenon is the most natural to consider, the 
argument in Proposition 9.2 is capable of some generalization. If (A, G, a) is 
a C*-dynamical system such that A is G-simple and G is discrete, and if we 
can find a set T of densely defined, lower semi-continuous traces on A such 
that the set 
is zero whenever t f 0, then G X, A is simple. Indeed, the group G need not 
even be abelian (if A is separable). By Theorem 7.2 we just have to show 
that each a,, t # 0, is properly outer. If not, then by Theorem 6.6(xi) there is 
a non-zero ideal Z of A on which a, is universally weakly inner; and that, as 
we saw before, implies that r(a,(x)) = r(x) for every r in T and x in I,, a 
contradiction. 
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10. APERIODIC AUTOMORPHISMS 
An automorphism a, for which r(a) is the full circle group T, is properly 
outer by Theorem 6.6. Since the condition means that Sp(aJB) = T for every 
B in Z’=(A) and Sp(a”) = (Sp(a))“, it would seem that we could conclude 
that r(a”) = T for every n, so that all powers of a are properly outer (i.e., a 
is aperiodic in the sense of Connes [5, p. 3931). The snag is that we know 
nothing, a priori, about Sp(a”JB) for hereditary C*-subalgebras B that are 
an-invariant but not a-invariant. Nevertheless the statement is true. It was 
proved for type I C*-algebras in [23, 4.61, and with the characterization of 
properly outer automorphisms from Theorem 6.6 we shall now extend it to 
general (separable) C*-algebras. 
The authors are indebted to E. Strarmer for pointing out condition (vii) in 
the theorem below. It gives the C*-algebra analogue of a well-known 
criterion for a unitary operator to have full spectrum. 
LEMMA 10.1. If a is an automorphism of a separable F-algebra A such 
that 
dist(a”, Inn(M(A))) < E < 2 
for some natural number n, then there is a unitary u in M(A) and a unitary u 
in A” with 111 - ~11 <ne such that 
a”* = Ad(uu) and a(w) = uu. 
Proof. By assumption there is a unitary u,, in M(A) with 
I] a” - Ad uO(J < E. Applying [27, 8.7.91 it follows that (Ad ug*) o a” = Ad u0 
for some unitary u0 in A” with spectrum in the arc 
{exp(it) I ) t( < Arc sin s/2). 
It follows from plane geometry that 
(I 1 - U# < 2(1 - (1 - &2/4)1’2) < E2. 
For O<k<n- 1 each unitary a’+,,uJ induces the automorphism a” on 
A”. In particular they commute mutually. Hence with 
w = uOuOa(uOuO) .I. a”-‘(z+uJ 
we have a”* = Ad W, and since a”(u,u,) = u,,u,, we see that a(w) = w. NOW 
Put 
uk = uOa(uO) ... a”-‘(uJ a”(qJa”-‘(uo*) .a. a($) uo* 
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and note that z(~ E M(A). Furthermore 
w= (uoul -a* u,l,)(v,a(v,) *** a”-‘(v,)). 
Thus we have found a factorization w = uv, where u E M(A) and where 
(1 1 - VI] < fz&. 
LEMMA 10.2. If an = Ad w and a(w) = w for some unitary w in the 
weak closure n,(A)” of A in its atomic representation, such that w = uv with 
u in M(A) and (( 1 - v (I < E, then there is a non-zero open projection p in 
no(A)“, commuting with w, such that 
IIU - WIPII < %* 
Proof. In the following we shall, as above, regard A as a subalgebra of 
q,(A)“, cf. [27, 4.31. Our assumptions imply, by Theorem 6.6, that 
]](z - a”)] C]( ( 2 for some C in X’(A), invariant under a”. By Lemma 4.1 we 
may then assume that ]](z - a”)] C(] < E, passing if necessary to a smaller C. 
Let p denote the open projection in q,(A)” (or in A”, cf. 127, 4.3.151) 
corresponding to C (i.e., C =pA”p fT A). Since C is an-invariant, p 
commutes with w. 
For each irreducible representation (n, H) of A we have of course 
II n(wx - ~)ll < E II WI 
for every x in C. Since a(C) acts irreducibly on n(p) H [27,4.1.5], it follows 
that 
II n(wp) Y - Y4WP)llG E II YII 
for every y in B(lr(p) H). Consequently the maximal distance between any 
two non-zero points in Sp(n(wp)) is Qs. 
Assuming, as we may, that 1 E Sp(wp) we see that there are irreducible 
representations (rr, H) of A for which (1 n((2 + w + w*)p)II is arbitrarily close 
to 4. Since w = uv with )( 1 - VI] < E we further have 
I[(! + u)p(l + u*) - (2 + w + w*)pII < 4.5. (*) 
We conclude that the set E of irreducible representations (a, H) for which 
/I$(1 + u)p(l + u*))II > 4 - 4.5 
is non-empty. Since p is open and 1 + u E M(A) the function 
kern-t])~((l +u)p(l +u*))Il 
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is lower semi-continuous on the primitive ideal space of A [27, 4.4.61. Thus 
E corresponds to an open set, hence to a closed ideal I of A with In C # 0 
[ 27, 4.1.3 1. Replacing C with C n I we may therefore assume, cf. (*), that 
II NW + w*)PII > 2 - 8~ 
whenever n(p) #O. Thus there is a 1 in Sp(n(wp)) with Re A > 1 - 4c, 
whence 11 --II < 8s. 
Since any other non-zero point in Sp(rr(wp)) has distance <E from 13 we 
see that 
II4(1 - W)PII < 9.5 
This holds for every (n, H) with n(p) # 0, and the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 10.3. Under the assumptions of Lemma 10.2, if 10s < 1, there is 
a B in G+?(A) such that 
II0 - a”)lBll < 2. 
ProoJ: Let q denote the spectral projection of w, corresponding to the set 
{IESp(w)lReA<e) 
and note that a(q) = q. With p as in Lemma 10.2 we have pq = qp and 
2(1 - 9c)pq < (w + w*)Pq < 2&Pq, 
whence pq = 0. 
Consider now the projection 
p0 =p v a(p)V *** v a”-‘(p) 
in n,(A)“. Since a”(p) =p we have a(pO) =pO and since a(q) = q it follows 
from pq = 0 that pOq = 0. Furthermore, p0 is open; for if (xk} is a sequence 
in A+ increasing to p then { y,(k- ’ + y,)- ’ ) increases to p,,, where yk = 
xi-’ am(xk). Let B be h h d’ t e ere nary C*-subalgebra of A corresponding to 
p,, . Since a(pO) = p,, we see that B E R’“(A). Moreover, (w + w*)p, > 2&p,, 
since p0 q = 0, whence I[(& - w)pOl(* < 1 - e*. Consequently, for every x in B 
11x-an(x)11 = (Iwx-xw)l Q 2(1 - e2)1’2 (IxIl, 
as desired. 
THEOREM 10.4. Let a be an automorphism of a separable P-algebra A. 
With notations as in 6.6 the following seven conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) Z(a) is the full circle group T. 
(ii) There is no B in 2’=(A) such that a” (B = exp 6 for some n # 0 
and some a-invariant *-derivation 6 of B. 
(iii) There is no Z in X”(A) such that a”lZ is universally weakly 
inner (on Z”) for some n # 0. 
(iv) For each n # 0 the set {R E A 1 a”(z) = n} has empty interior. 
(v) There is a dense a-invariant set A in A on which (the transposed 
of) a is freeZy acting (i.e., a”(~) = R implies n = 0). 
(vi) For every n # 0 the automorphism a” is properly outer. 
(vii) For every E > 0, every n and every B in X(A) there is an x in 
B, with [[x(1 = 1 such that jIxak(x)lj < E for 1 Q k < n, so that the elements 
x, &),..., a”(x) are mutually almost orthogonal. 
Proof: (i) S- (ii). This follows from Proposition 4.2. 
(ii) =S (iii). If a” is universally weakly inner on some ideal Z in X”(A) 
take E < (lOn)-’ and apply Corollary 6.7 to a” on Z to obtain an essential 
ideal J in Z such that 
dist(a” I J, Inn&f(J))) < E. 
Then the ideal 
J, = i, ak(J) 
is non-zero (in fact essential in I) and a-invariant, and still a” 1 J, is a-close to 
Inn(M(J,,)). It follows from the Lemmas 10.1, 10.2 and 10.3 that 
lk - dIBll < 2 
for some B in Xa(JO), whence an21B = exp S for some a-invariant 
*-derivation 6 on B by the Kadison-Ringrose result. 
(iii) o (iv). This is [23, 4.31 and (iv) o (v) is [23, 4.41. 
(iv) * (vi). This is immediate from Theorem 6.6. 
(vi) =S (vii). This follows from Lemma 7.1 and (vii) =S (vi) is 
immediate from Theorem 6.6. 
(vi) S- (i). If Z(a) # T then there is a B in R(I(A) with Sp(aJB) # T, 
whence &(a I B) # T. There is therefore a non-zero n in Z,(a I B)‘. Applying 
Proposition 4.3 to B we find a C in R’=(A) such that a” I C = exp 6 for some 
a-invariant *-derivation 6 of C. But then a” is not properly outer by 
Theorem 6.6. 
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